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Address Mulia Industry (Factory)
Jalan Raya Tegal Gede, Lemahabang 
Cikarang-Bekasi 
17520

Country Indonesia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Float Glass

The division produces plain and colored float glass (dark gray, dark blue, bronze, euro gray, light green, gray) and low-e glass with thickness of
2 - 15 millimeters. 
Brands: Vistran Soles

Glass Container

Since 1992, this division produces mugs, cups, as well as transparent and colored (brown and green) container glass used for packaging of
food (jam), beverages (tea, water, soy sauce, energy drinks, soft drinks, etc.), and beer.

Glass Blocks

This division produces architectural glass block, which is a building material product, for application on wall and floor. Domestic market is the
prioritized market, with domestic sales accounts for about 70% of total sales.

Safety Glass
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